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[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A communications information terminal comprising:

Two or more calling destination names.

They are two or more calling destination call numbers to each of a calling

destination name of this plurality.

A memory measure into which dispatch conditions at the time of sending to

each of a calling destination call number of this plurality were registered.

A selecting means which will choose one calling destination call number based
on dispatch conditions registered into said memory measure from said two or

more calling destination call numbers corresponding to a specified calling

destination name if a calling destination name is specified by user, and a
dispatching means which sends to a calling destination call number with said

selected selecting means.

[Claim 2]The communications information terminal comprising according to

claim 1:

A search means to search all the calling destination names applicable out of

said two or more calling destination names based on an inputted head single

character.

A displaying means which displays all the calling destination names searched
by said search means.

[Claim 3] If a specific calling destination name is chosen by user out of a calling

destination name displayed on said displaying means, said selecting means,
The communications information terminal according to claim 2 making said

displaying means display two or more calling destinations corresponding to a

specified calling destination name on a priority based on dispatch conditions

registered into said memory measure.

[Claim 4] Said dispatch conditions are shown and a time zone which can be
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auto-send to said calling destination call number said selecting means, A
communications information terminal given in claims 1 thru/or 2 choosing

automatically a calling destination call number which can be auto-send in the

present time by comparing present time and said time zone,

[Claim 5]If a specific calling destination name is chosen by user out of a calling

destination name displayed on said displaying means, said selecting means by

comparing the present time with a time zone in which said auto-sending is

possible, The communications information terminal according to claim 4

making said displaying means display said two or more calling destinations

corresponding to a specified calling destination name on order which can be

auto-send in the present time.

[Claim 6]The communications information terminal according to claim 1 if there

is no response even if said dispatching means sends to a calling destination call

number with said selected selecting means, wherein it will send to other calling

destination call numbers corresponding to a calling destination name chosen as

a user irrespective of said dispatch conditions.

[Claim 7]Provide a facsimile information preparing means which creates

facsimile information, and to said memory measure. To each of two or more of

said calling destination names, a facsimile call number is registered and said

selecting means, The communications information terminal according to claim

1 choosing said facsimile call number corresponding to a specified calling

destination name if a calling destination name is specified by user after

facsimile information is created by said facsimile information preparing means.

[Claim 8]A communications information terminal comprising:

Two or more calling destination names.

They are two or more calling destination call numbers to each of a calling

destination name of this plurality.

A memory measure into which a time zone which can be auto-send was
registered to each of a calling destination call number of this plurality,

a time check which clocks the present time — in a means and auto select

dispatch mode, if a calling destination name is specified by user — said time

check — by comparing time of the present when it clocks by a means with a time

zone in which said auto-sending is possible, While choosing a calling

destination call number which can be auto-send in the present time out of said

two or more calling destination call numbers corresponding to a specified calling

destination name, in manual selection dispatch mode. If a calling destination
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name is specified by user, by comparing the present time with a time zone in

which said auto-sending is possible, A selecting means which makes a head a

calling destination call number which can be auto-send in the present time, and
chooses said two or more calling destination call numbers in order, A displaying

means which makes a head a calling destination call number which can Toe

auto-send in the present time, and displays said two or more calling destination

call numbers in order, If it sends to a calling destination call number chosen as

a user among a calling destination call number with said selected selecting

means, or said two or more calling destination call numbers which were

displayed on said displaying means and there is no response from this calling

destination call number, A dispatching means which sends to other calling

destination call numbers corresponding to a calling destination name chosen as

a user.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial ApplicationjThis invention relates to the communications

information terminal which delivers and receives information via a

communication line, and relates to the communications information terminal

which calls two or more partner points selectively especially.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In recent years, there is a communications

information terminal connected to a communication line (for example, telephone

line) by a cable or radio. For example, other terminals which are carried by the

user and contain common domestic telephone as a terminal in a radio

communications system, The radio Personal Digital Assistants (for example, a

portable telephone, a PHS terminal-ersonal Handy Phone System terminal,

PDArPersonal Digital Assistant, etc.) which communicate a sound and data

mutually are known. These radio Personal Digital Assistants are driven with a

rechargeable battery so that it can be used after carrying, and they can

accumulate now various data, such as a telephone number of the partner point,

an address book, a schedule, a memo with a character and a sound. After

communicating with other terminals or being directly connected to the public

line which is a communications network via the base transceiver station

allocated at the predetermined intervals by the communications network

constructed by the wide range area, this radio Personal Digital Assistant, It can
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communicate with other terminals similarly connected to the communications
network by radio via the base transceiver station. The above-mentioned base

transceiver station is a translator which delivers and receives information and
establishes the communication path between a radio Personal Digital Assistant

and a communications network by a radio Personal Digital Assistant and radio.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]By the way, in the conventional

communications information terminal mentioned above, since the calling

destination name and the calling destination telephone number were registered

by 1 to 1, there were the following problems.

(b) Actually, even if a house, a company, etc. were the cases where two or more
calling destination telephone numbers corresponded, it had to register by the

calling destination name from which two or more calling destination telephone

numbers differ respectively, and the amount of information became large, and
one calling destination name had a problem that it was connected at the cost

hike of a memory.

(**) Since the calling destination name and the calling destination telephone

number were registered by 1 to 1 , even if it was a case where it sent to the same
partner at the time of dispatch, the telephone number made into the purpose
had to be chosen from two or more calling destination names or two or more
calling destination telephone numbers, and there was a problem that operation

became complicated.

[0004]Then, the purpose of this invention is as follows.

A user's operation can be simplified.

Provide the communications information terminal which chooses the most
suitable calling destination telephone number automatically, and can send it,

without a user being conscious.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]Invention this invention according to claim 1 is

characterized by a communications information terminal comprising the

following for the above-mentioned purpose achievement.

Two or more calling destination names.

They are two or more calling destination call numbers to each of a calling

destination name of this plurality.

A memory measure into which dispatch conditions at the time of sending to
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each of a calling destination call number of this plurality were registered.

A selecting means which will choose one calling destination call number based
on dispatch conditions registered into said memory measure from said two or

more calling destination call numbers corresponding to a specified calling

destination name if a calling destination name is specified by user, and a

dispatching means which sends to a calling destination call number with said

selected selecting means.

[0006]It may be made to provide a search means to search all the calling

destination names which correspond out of said two or more calling destination

names based on the head single character according to claim 2 inputted like,

and a displaying means which displays all the calling destination names
searched by said search means as a desirable mode, for example. As a desirable

mode, said selecting means, For example, when a specific calling destination

name is chosen by user out of the calling destination name according to claim 3

displayed on said displaying means like, it may be made to make a priority

display two or more calling destinations corresponding to a specified calling

destination name on said displaying means based on dispatch conditions

registered into said memory measure.

[0007]As a desirable mode, said dispatch conditions, For example, it may be

made for said selecting means to choose automatically a calling destination call

number which can be auto-send in the present time by
[
according to claim 4

]

showing a time zone which can be auto-send to said calling destination call

number like, and comparing present time and said time zone. As a desirable

mode, said selecting means, For example, by comparing the present time with a
time zone in which said auto-sending is possible, if a specific calling destination

name is chosen by user out of the calling destination name according to claim 5

displayed on said displaying means like, It may be made to make said displaying

means display said two or more calling destinations corresponding to a specified

calling destination name on order which can be auto-send in the present time.

[0008]Even if said dispatching means sends, for example to the calling

destination call number according to claim 6 in which said selecting means was

[
like

]
selected, as long as it does not have a response, it may be made to send to

other calling destination call numbers corresponding to a calling destination

name chosen as a user irrespective of said dispatch conditions as a desirable

mode. As a desirable mode, provide the facsimile information preparing means
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according to claim 7 which creates facsimile information like, for example, and
to said memory measure. To each of two or more of said calling destination

names, a facsimile call number is registered and said selecting means, If a
calling destination name is specified by user after facsimile information is

created by said facsimile information preparing means, it may be made to

choose said facsimile call number corresponding to a specified calling

destination name.

[0009]A communications information terminal by the invention according to

claim 8, To each of two or more calling destination names and a calling

destination name of this plurality, two or more calling destination call numbers,
a memory measure into which a time zone which can be auto-send was
registered to each of a calling destination call number of this plurality, and a
time check which clocks the present time — in a means and auto select dispatch

mode, if a calling destination name is specified by user -- said time check -- by
comparing time of the present when it clocks by a means with a time zone in

which said auto-sending is possible, While choosing a calling destination call

number which can be auto-send in the present time out of said two or more
calling destination call numbers corresponding to a specified calling destination

name, in manual selection dispatch mode. If a calling destination name is

specified by user, by comparing the present time with a time zone in which said

auto-sending is possible, A selecting means which makes a head a calling

destination call number which can be auto-send in the present time, and
chooses said two or more calling destination call numbers in order, A displaying

means which makes a head a calling destination call number which can be
auto-send in the present time, and displays said two or more calling destination

call numbers in order, It sends to a calling destination call number chosen as a
user among a calling destination call number with said selected selecting means,
or said two or more calling destination call numbers which were displayed on
said displaying means, If there is no response from this calling destination call

number, a dispatching means which sends to other calling destination call

numbers corresponding to a calling destination name chosen as a user is

provided.

[0010]

[FunctionJWhen a calling destination name is specified by the user, in this

invention by a selecting means. It sends to the calling destination call number
which chose one calling destination call number based on the dispatch
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conditions registered into the memory measure from two or more calling

destination call numbers corresponding to the specified calling destination

name, and was chosen by the dispatching means by the selecting means.
Therefore, it becomes possible to choose the most suitable calling destination

call number automatically, and to send it, without a user being conscious while

being able to simplify a user's operation.

[0011]

[Example]

Hereafter, the example of this invention is described with reference to

drawings. This example explains the example applied to the PHS terminal.

A. The composition A-l. Radio communication system.

Fig.l is a block diagram of a radio communication system such as a PHS
terminal according to the example of this invention. In the figure, 1 is a net

control station which is connected via a telephone network 4 to each base
transceiver station and controls and manages the communication between
PHS terminals. 2 is a service administration bureau which accumulates
voice mail, various data, etc. in a database 3, and provides various kinds of

services which give a user the above-mentioned voice mail and data in

response to the demand from PHS terminal 6 mentioned later. The
above-mentioned net control station 1 and the service administration
bureau 2 may be integral.

[0012]

Next, the telephone network 4 is a usual analog telephone line network
spread around all over the country or a digital line network for exclusive

use. Next, the base radio stations 5 and 5 are installed in the telephone
network 4 with prescribed intervals and act as relay stations which
connect the telephone network 4 and PHS terminals 6 and 6. PHS
terminals 6 and 6 are carried by the users, and submit a line connection
request is advanced by radio to the base transceiver station 5 installed in

the neighborhood, and performs telephone conversation with other PHS
terminals 6 and the domestic usual telephone 7, or they receive service by
the service administration bureau 2 via the base transceiver station 5.

[0013]

A-2. The composition of PUS
Next Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the composition of the PHS
terminal by the example of this invention. In the figure, 10 is a
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transmission and reception section and comprises a frequency conversion

part which consists of a receive section and a transmission section, and a

modem which consists of a receive section and a transmission section. The
receive section of a frequency conversion part converts signal received

from the ANT signal inputted via the antenna switch, which distributes

transmission/reception, from 1.9 GHz band to IF (intermediate frequency)

signal near 1 MHz band frequency, by mixing the signal received from the

antenna ANT with a local oscillation signal of the predetermined frequency

outputted from a PLL synthesizer. The transmission section of the

frequency conversion part performs frequency conversion to 1.9 GHz
bands, by mixing the modulated wave of pi / 4 shift QPSK supplied from the

modem mentioned later with the local oscillation signal of the

predetermined frequency outputted from a PLL synthesizer, and radiates

the converted wave from the antenna ANT via an antenna switch. Further,

in the receive section of the modem mentioned above, the IF signal from a

frequency conversion part is decoded and separated into IQ data as a data

row, which is sent out to the communication control part 11. In the

transmission section of a modem, IQ data is created from the data supplied

from the communication control part 11, is subjected to the it/ 4 shift

QPSK modulation, and is sent out to the frequency conversion part of the

transmission and reception section 10.

[0014]

Next, the communication control part 1 1 comprises a transmitting side

and a receiving side and performs a frame synchronization and data format

processing of slot. The above-mentioned receiving side takes out the data

for one slot from the received data supplied from the modem of the

transmission and reception section 10 with a predetermined timing, After

extracting unique word (synchronizing signal) out of this data, generating a

frame alignment signal and canceling the scramble of a control data part

and a voice data part, etc., the control data is sent out to the control

section 16, and voice data is sent out to the voice processing part 12. The
above-mentioned transmitting side adds control data etc. to the voice data

supplied from the voice processing part 12 and after adding scramble etc.,

a unique word etc. are added to create a send data for one slot, which data

is inserted into a predetermined slot in the frame at a given timing, and is

sent out to the modem of the transmission and reception section 10.
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[0015]

Next, the voice processing part 12 mentioned above comprises speech
codec and PCM codec. The speech codec performs compression/expansion

process of digital data and comprises a receiver side and a transmission

side. The receiver side performs expansion by decoding the ADPCM audio

signal (4 bits*8 kHz = 32Kbps) supplied from the communication control

part 11 to a PCM sound signal (8bits*8 kHz = 64K bps) to output it to PCM
codic. The transmission side compresses the PCM audio signal by coding

the PCM sound signal supplied by PCM codec to an ADPCM audio signal,

and sends it out to the communication control part 11, PCM codec
performs analog-to-digital conversion processing as mentioned. The
receiver side converts the PCM audio signal supplied from the speech
codec into an analog voice signal by D/A conversion, and makes the

loudspeaker 13 speak, and the transmission side changes the analog audio

signal inputted from the microphone 14 into a PCM signal 14 by an A/D
conversion, and sends it out to speech codec.

[0016]

Next, the key input section 15 comprises a numerical keypad which
inputs telephone numbers of destination sites, a switch which performs

on hook/off hook, and a volume switch for adjustment of the voice output,

etc. The state of these keys or a switch is supplied to the control section 16.

Next, the control section 16 controls the whole device according to a

predetermined program. The program executed by the above-mentioned
control section 16, various parameters, etc. are stored in ROM17. The
RAM18 is used for storing data generated with control of the

above-mentioned control section 16 is stored in RAM 18 or working area. As
especially shown in Fig. 3 (a), the home telephone number 23, the

corporate telephone number 25, and the auto-sending time 24 and 26
corresponding to this are stored as the calling destination name 21, the

address 22, and two or more calling destination telephone numbers of the

partner point to telephone.

[0017]

At the PHS terminals, to one calling destination name (name) 21, two or

more calling destination telephone numbers 23 and 25 are memorized, and
the auto-sending time 24 and 26 as a time zone for auto-send to the

telephone number are memorized by each calling destination telephone
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numbers 23 and 25 in this PHS terminal. The auto-sending times 24 and 26
are set as a time zone which depends on the life style of the destination

user, showing the preferential time zone for automatically sending to the

destination user, and the telephone number has a highest possibility of

being connected with the destination telephone number.

[0018]

In the example shown in Fig. 3 (b) the destination user will be, in many
cases, in the office during the time zone from 9:00 to 15:00, a possibility of

connection will be high when the call is sent to office. Since the

destination user is at home in the time zone to 17:00 to 9:00 in many cases,

a possibility of connection will be high when the call is sent to the home
telephone. So, in this PHS terminal, with respect to the calling destination

telephone numbers 23 and 25, automatic sending time zone of 24 and 26
are registered beforehand as having a high possibility of connection. Thus,

at this PHS terminal, based on the function of sending out the designated

destination user, the present time counted with the below mentioned clock

section 20 and the automatic sending times 24, 26, the function of

automatic sending to the calling destination specified at time of the

highest possibility of connection is provided. The operation in detail will be

explained later.

[0019]Next, the indicator 19 comprises LED which shows the liquid crystal

display which displays various data, such as operational mode, a telephone

number, duration of call, etc., ON and OFF of a switch etc., etc.

Under control of the above-mentioned control section, while displaying various

data, it is a touch panel, and if the icon etc. which were displayed are directed by
the user or the touch pen mentioned later (depression), the function assigned to

the icon will be performed.

While displaying the picture drawn by the touch pen as it is at the time of

creation of the facsimile data mentioned later, it incorporates as facsimile data.

These control is performed by the control section 16 mentioned above, next, a

time check — the part 20 has clocked the present time in real time according to

a predetermined clock.

The time of this present is supplied to the control section 16 to predetermined

timing.

[0020]A-3. The appearance composition, next Fig. 4 (a) of a PHS terminal are a
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plan showing the appearance composition of PHS terminal 6 mentioned above.

As for the left side view of the PHS terminal 6, and Fig. 4 (c), the front view of the

PHS terminal 6 and Fig. 4 (d) of Fig. 4 (b) are the right side views of the PHS
terminal.

The same numerals are attached to the portion corresponding to Fig. 2, and
explanation is omitted. In a figure, 31 is a dial button which inputs a ten key, a

character, a sign, etc. 32 is a telephone call button and becomes off-hook by
carrying out the depression of this telephone call button. 33 is an OFF button,

and after pushing a telephone call button and being off-hook, it becomes on

hook by carrying out the depression of this OFF button. 34 is a

transceiver/extension button, and when talking directly with PHS terminals, it

is used.

[0021]Next, 35 is a response/holding button, and when transmitting the voice

mail which was pushed when suspending all busy, or was memorized inside to

the partner point, it is pushed. 36 is a various function button group for

performing redial, registration and deletion of an abbreviated number,
measurement of duration of call, etc., or calling the telephone directory which is

a database of the telephone number registered beforehand. The volume button

37 shown in Fig. 4 (b) is used for a search before and after the above-mentioned

telephone directory, and volume control. The sound recording button 38 is

operated, when recording the sound from the partner point or recording the

voice mail transmitted to the partner point with this machine. In Fig. 4 (d), 40 is

a slide switch which switches whether it uses by the power supply of the PHS
terminal concerned or a transceiver, or telephone. 41 is the touch pen formed in

the main part removable.

By pressing the liquid-crystal-display surface of the indicator 19 mentioned

above, the function assigned to the icon showing a various function is performed,

or selection in a selection branch is performed.

[0022JB. Explain operation of an example, next operation of auto-sending

processing of the PHS terminal by the example mentioned above. The

auto-sending processing which sends to the highest calling destination of a

possibility of sending to the calling destination specified as the user in the

following explanation, or being connected with a partner at the time based on

present time and the auto-sending time 24 and 26, automatically, When FAX
data (facsimile information) is created, the telephone and FAX auto-sending
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processing which sends to a FAX telephone number automatically are explained.

Below, since it is the same as that of operation of the usual PHS terminal about

operation of each part accompanying a telephone call, explanation is omitted.

[0023] B-l. Auto-sending process

Fig* 5 and Fig, 6 are the flow charts for explaining auto-sending processing

of this example. Fig. 7 (a) - (c) are schematic views showing display

examples of the indicator 19 in auto-sending processing.

[0024] (a) Search

First of all, in Step S10, on the side of the PHS terminal 6, as shown in Fig.

7 (a), the Japanese kana syllabary displayed on the upper part of the

indicator 19 applicable to the initial character at the time of phonetic
reading of the calling destination name 21 is touched and a retrieval

character is inputted. In the example of the graphic display shown "sa" is

touched. The retrieval character is inputted, the step is proceeded to Step
S12 and if the calling destination name 21 is searched. In Step S14, if the

applicable calling destination name 21 is found, the list will be displayed on
the indicator 19 as shown in Fig. 7 (a). In the example ofthe graphic display

shown, "Sachie Saito", 'Sakamoto Eiichi", "Sato Kenji ", "Sonoda
Kenichiro" are displayed in this order as the calling destination names 21.

When they are not displayed on the indicator 19 at a time, by touching the
cursor 19a and 19b currently displayed on the lower part of the graphic
display, the calling destination names 21 are scrolled up and down, and the

part which was unable to display at a time is displayed on the indicator 19.

Next, the calling destination name 21 which should be sent to a user is

made to choose in Step SI 6. The user chooses the calling destination name
21 by touching it with the touch pen 41, after the calling destination name
21 telephoned by touching the above-mentioned cursor 19a and 19b in the
table. "Kenji Sato" is chosen in the example shown in Fig. 7(a). If the calling

destination name 21 is chosen by the user, the step will progress to Step
SI 8 and whether it is auto-sending or not is judged. The user directs by the

key input section 15 or touch pen 41 as to whether it is auto-sending or not.

[0025]

(b) Selection of the calling destination.

If it is not auto-sending, the judgment result in Step S18 becomes "NO",

and the step progresses to Step S20. In Step S20, the current time clocked
by the watch part 20 is compared with all the auto-sending times 24 and 26
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registered for the calling destination names 21 and the calling destinations

are displayed in the order of the auto-sending time near the present time as

shown in Fig, 7 (b). In the example of the graphic display, " house TEL",

"company TEL", and "cellular phone TEL" are displayed as calling

destinations. Therefore, the present time shows that a possibility that the

partner is at home is high in this case. The step progresses to Step S22 and

the user is made to choose the calling destination at the PHS terminal. The
user checks the calling destination displayed at the above-mentioned step

S20, and touches the desired calling destination. Thus, when it is not

auto-sending, the destinations are displayed on the display part 19 in the

order of the possibility that the partner is present based on the

auto-sending times 24 and 26 registered beforehand and the user is made
to choose a concrete calling destination. Since a possibility that a partner

is in a calling destination is displayed in the order of high possibility,

selection by a user becomes easy.

[0026] (c) Calling destination auto select one side and in auto-sending, the

decision result in Step S18 serves as "YES", and progresses to Step S24. Step

S24 — a time check — the present time clocked by the part 20 is compared with

all the auto-sending time 24 and 26 registered to the calling destination name
21 selected at Step S16, and an applicable calling destination is chosen

automatically. For example, if the auto-sending time 24 of the house registered

is
[ the auto-sending time 26 of a company ]

"9:00 to 17:00" in "17:00 to 9:00"

when the present time is "10:00", a "company" will be automatically chosen as a

calling destination. Thus, in auto-sending, a calling destination is automatically

chosen based on each auto-sending time 24 and 26.

[0027] (d) If a calling destination is chosen hand control or automatically as

calling processing **** was carried out, it will progress to Step S26. In Step S26,

the number of times n of dispatch (variable) is set to "0." This variable counts the

number of times of dispatch, and is referred to by the following processings.

Next, in Step S28, it is judged whether the selected calling destination is

dispatch at a house. And when a calling destination is a house, the decision

result in Step S28 serves as "YES", and progresses to Step S30. The telephone

number of a house is searched and read in Step S30. And it progresses to Step

S32 and sends to the telephone number of the above-mentioned house. At the

time of dispatch, as shown in Fig. 7 (c), the calling destination name 21 and the

telephone numbers 23 and 25 of a calling destination are displayed on the
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indicator 19. Next, in Step S34, only "1" **************s the number of times n of

dispatch mentioned above. As a result, the variable n is set to " 1 ." Next, it

progresses to Step S36 and it is judged whether there was any response. And if

there is a response, the decision result in Step S36 will serve as "YES", and will

progress to Step S38. In Step S38, the telephone call with the partner of a calling

destination is performed. And an end of a telephone call will end the processing

concerned.

[0028]On the other hand, if there is no response, the decision result in Step

S36 will serve as "NO", and will progress to Step S40. In Step S40, it is judged

whether the number of times n of dispatch is more than "2." In this case, since

the number of times n of dispatch is "1", the decision result in Step S40 serves

as "NO", and progresses to Step S42. In Step S42, the corporate telephone

number 25 is searched and read in other telephone number registered to the

calling destination name 21, and this example. And it progresses to Step S44
and sends to the telephone number of the above-mentioned company. At the

time of dispatch, as are mentioned above, and shown in Fig. 7 (c), the calling

destination name 21 and the corporate telephone number 25 of a calling

destination are displayed on the indicator 19. Next, in Step S46, only "1"

**************s the number of times n of dispatch mentioned above. As a result,

the variable n is set to "2." Next, it progresses to Step S48 and it is judged

whether there was any response. And if there is a response, the decision result

in Step S48 will serve as "YES", and will progress to Step S50. In Step S50, the

telephone call with the partner of a calling destination is performed. And an end

of a telephone call will end the processing concerned.

[0029]On the other hand, if there is no response, the decision result in Step S48
will serve as "NO", and will progress to Step S52. In Step S52, it is judged

whether the number of times n of dispatch is more than "2." In this case, since

the number of times n of dispatch is "2", the decision result in Step S52 serves

as "YES", and ends the processing concerned.

[0030]The calling processing mentioned above explained the case where a house

was chosen as a calling destination. That is, if a house is given priority to and
sent and there is no response as a calling destination when a house is chosen

regardless of hand control and an automatic, it will send to other calling

destinations (in this case, company). On the other hand, if it progresses to Step

S42 from Step S28, a company is given priority to and sent and there is no

response when a company is chosen, it will progress to Step S30 from Step S52,
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and will send to other calling destinations (in this case, house) at Step S32. And
as a result of sending, the telephone call is realized in the direction with a

response.

[0031JB-2. Explain a telephone and FAX auto-sending processing as a

telephone and FAX auto-sending processing, next other examples of this

example of operation. Although the telephone number of a house and a

company was automatically chosen as a calling destination in the calling

processing mentioned above based on the auto-sending time 24 and 26

registered beforehand, In the telephone and FAX auto-sending processing in

which it explains below, the telephone number and the FAX telephone number
are registered, it chooses automatically to which number it sends according to

operational mode, and it is sent. Fig. 8 (a) is a mimetic diagram showing the data

registered into RAM 18 in the telephone and FAX auto-sending processing of this

example.

Fig. 8 (b) is a mimetic diagram showing the example.

[0032]As shown in Fig. 8 (a), the FAX telephone numbers 50 and 51 are also

registered into RAM 18 with the calling destination telephone numbers (a house
and a company) 23 and 25 in this case. The auto-sending time 24 and 26 to the

calling destination telephone numbers 23 and 25 and the FAX telephone

numbers 50 and 51 supposes that it is common. In this telephone and FAX
auto-sending processing, it is automatically chosen into which the telephone

number of a calling destination shall be made between the usual calling

destination telephone numbers 23 and 25 and the FAX telephone numbers 50

and 51 according to operational mode. The manual dispatch mode which sends

the number inputted from the key input section 15 (dial button) as a telephone

number as operational mode, The auto-sending mode auto-send to the calling

destination telephone numbers 23 and 25 registered into RAM 18 and FAX data

are created, and there is FAX auto-sending mode auto-send to the FAX
telephone numbers 50 and 51 registered into RAM 18. Operational mode is

chosen when a user directs the indicator 19 from a touch or the key input

section 15.

[0033]Next, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are the flow charts for explaining operation of

above-mentioned telephone and FAX auto-sending processing. PHS terminal 6

judges operational mode in Step S60 first. When the telephone call button 32

shown in Fig. 4 is pushed, operational mode turns into manual dispatch mode,
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and he follows it to Step S62 from Step S60.

[0034] (a) In the manual dispatch mode step S62, a calling destination carries

out the telephone number of the number inputted from the dial button 31, and
input it. And it progresses to Step S76 shown in Fig. 10, and sends to the

telephone number inputted at Step S62. Next, in Step S78, it is judged whether
there was any response. And if there is a response, the decision result in Step

S78 will serve as "YES", and will progress to Step S80. In Step S80, the

telephone call with the partner of a calling destination is performed. And an end
of a telephone call will end the processing concerned. On the other hand, if there

is no response, the decision result in Step S78 will serve as "NO", and will end
the processing concerned as it is.

[0035] (b) When auto-sending mode one side and auto-sending mode are chosen,

progress to Step S64 from Step S60. Hereafter, since it is the same processing as

Step S10 of the auto-sending processing mentioned above - Step S24, Step S64
- Step S72 are explained briefly. First, in Step S64, the calling destination name
21 which starts with the retrieval character which made input a retrieval

character and was inputted at Step S66 is searched. And when the applicable

calling destination name 2 1 is found, the calling destination name 2 1 which
should display the list on the indicator 19, next should be sent to a user in Step

S70 is made to choose in Step S68, as shown in Fig. 7 a). And a user's selection

of the calling destination name 2 1 will choose the calling destination of the

calling destination name 21 followed and chosen as Step S72. This step S72 is

equivalent to processing of Step S20 mentioned above, S22, and S24, and a

calling destination is chosen by the user or is automatically chosen based on the

auto-sending time 24 and 25. Selection of a calling destination will search and
read the calling destination telephone number 23 (or 25) followed and chosen to

Step S74 shown in Fig. 10. As hereafter mentioned above, when it sends to the

above-mentioned calling destination telephone number 23 (or 25) and there is a
response in Step S76 - Step S80, the telephone call with the partner of a calling

destination is performed. Processing after Step S74 may also be made to be the

same as that of step SS26 shown in Fig. 6 - Step S52. And an end of a telephone

call will end the processing concerned.

[0036] (c) When FAX auto-sending mode one side and FAX auto-sending mode
are chosen, progress to Step S82 from Step S60. FAX data is created in Step S82.

FAX data is created by the drawing a character, a picture, etc. on the indicator

19 with the touch pen 4 1 . FAX data is stored in RAM 18. If FAX transmission is
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succeedingly directed to creation of the FAX data in this step S82, it will

progress to Step S84. FAX transmission is directed by an input from the touch

of the icon displayed on the indicator 19, or the key input section 15. Hereafter,

in Step S84 - Step S92, a calling destination is chosen from the data shown in

Fig. 8 like Step S64 - Step S72. That is, in Step S92, like Step S72 mentioned

above, a calling destination is chosen by the user or is automatically chosen

based on the auto-sending time 24 and 26.

[0037]In Step S92, if a calling destination is determined, it will progress to Step

S94 shown in Fig. 10. In Step S94, the FAX telephone numbers 50 and 51 of a

calling destination are searched and read. And in Step S96, it sends to the FAX
telephone numbers 50 and 51. In Step S98, if it judges whether there was any
response and there is a response, it will progress to Step S100 and the FAX data

created at Step S82 to the calling destination will be transmitted. And the

processing concerned will be ended if transmission is completed. On the other

hand, if there is no response, the decision result in Step S98 will serve as "NO",

and will end the processing concerned. Thus, in FAX auto-sending mode, when
FAX data is created unlike the auto-sending processing mentioned above, the

FAX telephone numbers 50 and 51 are automatically chosen as a telephone

number of a calling destination. As a result, mistaking the calling destination

which transmits FAX data is lost.

[0038]thus — this example - a time check - with the current time clocked by
the part 20. All the auto-sending time 24 and 26 registered to the selected

calling destination name 2 1 is compared, and since a possibility that a partner

was displayed in order the calling destination registered into the head in the

high calling destination on the indicator 19, selection by a user becomes easy.

Since the present time is compared with all the auto-sending time 24 and 26
registered to the selected calling destination name 21 and the most suitable

calling destination was automatically chosen in the present time, dispatch is

automatically performed to the optimal calling destination, without a user being

conscious of a calling destination. Since either of the FAX telephone numbers 50

and 5 1 was automatically chosen as a telephone number of a calling destination

when FAX data was created, mistaking the calling destination which transmits

FAX data is lost.

[0039]Although the telephone number of a house and a company was registered,

not only this but further two or more telephone numbers are registered, and it

may be made to choose from them in the example mentioned above. Although
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the number of times n of dispatch used to 2 times, it may change suitably and
may be made it not only to to take a round, but to repeat 2 **, 3 **, and dispatch

further according to the number of calling destinations. When it sent to the

selected calling destination once and there was no response, it was made to

send to other calling destinations in the example mentioned above, but it may
be made to send not only to this but to one calling destination in the next calling

destination, number of times
[
predetermined ], for example, after sending 3

times.

[0040]

[Effect of the Invention]When a calling destination name is specified by the user,

in this invention by a selecting means. It was made to send to the calling

destination telephone number which chose one calling destination telephone

number based on the dispatch conditions registered into the memory measure
from two or more calling destination telephone numbers corresponding to the

specified calling destination name, and was chosen by the dispatching means
by the selecting means.

Therefore, the following effects can be acquired.

(1) Since a possibility that a partner was displayed the calling destination

registered into high order on the indicator, selection by a user becomes easy.

(2) Without a user being conscious, the most suitable calling destination

telephone number is chosen automatically, and can be sent.

(3) Since the FAX telephone number was automatically chosen as a telephone

number of a calling destination when FAX data was created, mistaking the

calling destination which transmits FAX data is lost.

(Note: We have prepared translation of the portions written in block letters. The
other portions are machine-translation by the JPO and we cannot guarantee the

correctness of these portions)
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